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About This Game

Romantic Journey is a Japanese-style visual novel game in which the protagonist, for a variety of reasons, takes a romantic
holiday trip with the ladies of the boss's family.

"Absolutely torture!" Just joined the company's protagonist, was arranged to accompany the chairman of the company's Qianjin
lady and friends to travel

Take good care of them! Any loss is not as simple as resigning! "

Obviously, the threat of the general manager is still terrible.

Trembling with fear, it seems as if it is actually not as horrible as it actually is.
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What is the story like? Come and play the game.

Romantic holiday games include:

30 minutes of the game scenario

3 female characters with different styles and different personalities

5 good romantic music
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Title: Romantic Journey
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
木子工坊
Publisher:
HongbinGame
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,Simplified Chinese
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muh boi LeatherIceCream made this. 10\/10 gud game best game.. If you have a certain affection for cheesy "B" movies, and
you like adventure games, buy Tesla Effect. It's goofy; it's campy; it's witty; it's pretty much everything you'd want out of a
game that doesn't take itself seriously. The gameplay itself isn't anything to write home about and feels rather dated (though that
may be part of the intent), but Tex is an affable protagonist whose Dad-joke charm quickly grows on you, and the script (albeit
a strange one) continually entertains with Tex running into a colorful cast of characters and finding himself in one amusing
predicament after another. Admittedly it probably hits more of a niche than appealing to general audiences, but if you're just
looking for a fun time that puts a silly smile on your face, Tex is a good guy to spend it with.. Updated Review on 7 May 2016

Although I haven't tried the controller, I would like to change this review and give it a "yes" for recommendation.

1.) Nice game play, good level balance; (It is not an easy game, just at the right point, FUN)
2.) Very nice developer
- Efficient, polite, patient replies for help & support
- Passion shown through seeking space for improvement

For now, I don't know about other players, but if for those who use 15" MacBook,
remember to set it at 1280 x 800, and change the filter to something other than old TV mode to prevent offset cursor.

As mentioned by developer, the control config will be better.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Old Review:

The gameplay is good.

However, the control setting is confusing.
It requires player to import or config a controller setting before launching a game.
And before players click play, there is another controller config page.
In game, there is another controll setting page. Which one should I use?

The gameplay requires players to aim with the cursor which you can move it with mouse or gamepad.
Yet, the character is not really shooting at the cursor's direction.
And it is hard to control it with gamepad since I don't know why the cursor will stick at the position where the mouse or
touchpad was.

Honestly, I really like the gameplay itself, please fix these so I can give it a yes for recommendation.. A fast, straregic
submarine multiplayer game with short game sessions. An open map, lots of units and upgrades and constant pressure to find
enough oxygen to keep going.
Very Interesting!. Save your money, game is dead and the devs are lazy. I hope you'll understand. This is good software but...I
was trying to learn how to use it with eep videos on youtube and found that most of the models from those videos (eep 11) are
missing. And I think that it is because those models were moved to shop on their site. Simple greed I think :( Hope I am wrong.

PS: Buy EEP13 instead it is much better.
PPS: Succesfully imported all models from EEP13. The gameplay is great, however this is not the best part about the game, the
best part would have to be the dev team, who are extremely active and helpful on their discord. Even before purchasing, I joined
the discord and was able to speak to a dev who explained the view they had for the game. Def worth getting. 10/10.
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Is basically the real full game. You have fun until you get tired of the crummy keyboard controls. I'm not sure if difficult
controls are part of the game's design, but I think the game should allow you to use a mouse and, also, play with people online..
It's a fun little game with very realistic sounds. Somewhat fun, although VERY DIFFICULT, action-puzzle game with
procedurally-generated music. Watching gameplay videos, I think it's probably a much better experience on tablet due to the
emphasis on quickly moving pieces into place -- personally, I couldn't get past the first two worlds and found the gameplay
really unnerving and frustrating, especially using a laptop touchpad.

I may revisit it at a later time and update this review. For now, I'd only really recommend it if on sale.. 
http://gamrha.us/topic/124/review-nancy-drew-secrets-can-kill

Secrets Can Kill was the very first Nancy Drew video game and was originally released in 1998. Twelve years later, Her
Interactive decided to give the game an engine makeover and re-release the game in 2010 capable of running smoothly on
modern Windows computers. The original game remains intact, only the engine displaying it is updated so the original acting,
story, gameplay, puzzles and graphics are still there.

There is no doubt that Secrets Can Kill shows its age. The update is great and makes the game installs and plays smoothly (we
tested via Steam) without any problems on Windows 10, which is great. The game is much shorter than, say, Shadow at the
Water's Edge, which was released right after the 2010 remake of Secrets Can Kill.

The game is a classic, it started the entire Nancy Drew series and is well worth a play. My eight year old said that even she still
enjoyed it very much, while obviously not as good as the later games.

The acting on this original title, as the writing for the characters, leaves them extremely flat. They don't really feel like living
characters at all and it makes it hard to really be pulled into the game. The number of locations is very limited, although this is
pretty common in the Nancy Drew games in general.

Overall the game is dark and feels a bit creepier than it should because of the flat, lifeless characters and the sense of being
"trapped" unable to explore very broadly. The game has some dark elements and the puzzles are a bit hard and non-intuitive.
You spend a lot of time looking at bulletin boards and in the end, none of it makes any sense. But it has such historic importance
to the gaming franchise that it is valuable for that reason alone.

Overall the game is worth playing, but very weak. If you are looking to test the series, this is not the title to try. If you are
dedicated to playing through the series in its entirety, then this title is, quite obviously, a must. And starting with the 2010
remake is not a problem at all as the game play elements are left completely intact.. This game is basically the same thing as the
demo I played years back, I'm trully disapionted. The syle is great the gameplay is fun but it gets old. Not alot of levels either
certainly not worth $15... OK I get it still early access... but the game looks and feels the same way as the free demo that i
played 3 years ago.. 9\/10: As allways, nice artwork, music and storytelling. Really new kind of riddles, *me like*.

Would be perfect, if achievements were also on steam.
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